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Abstract— This paper introduces an enhanced differential
power processor topology and principle of operation for pho-
tovoltaic (PV) systems that is based on switched-capacitor tech-
nology, featuring local maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
capability, zero current switching, high efficiency over wide-
operation range, and reduced size. The new converter operates as
a voltage-dependent current-source and is regulated by dead-time
or frequency control. Local MPPT on the individual PV elements
is realized and the operation is demonstrated by simulation and
experiments. Differential power processing operation is verified
using 150-W prototypes, demonstrating ultimate improvement in
the power harvesting capability of above 90% and up to 99% out
of the available power in the string, under different insolation
levels.

Index Terms— Differential power processing, digital control,
gyrator, local control, maximum power point tracking (MPPT),
photovoltaic power, renewable energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

FULL or partial shading of a serially connected pho-
tovoltaic (PV) string severely impacts the power that

can be extracted from it [1], [2]. In general, two groups of
power processing solutions have been proposed to remedy
the shading problem. One group is based on a dedicated
converter/inverter per element [3]–[5], whereas the other group
of solutions keeps the series connection of the elements
intact, and process mismatched currents due to the shaded
unit(s) using parallel circuitry [6]–[8], where [9] presents a
comparison between these methods. The latter has the advan-
tage of processing only the power differences between the
PV elements, thus minimizes conversion losses and improves
reliability. This architecture, referred as differential power
processing [10], is the subject of this paper.

A unique advantage of the differential power processing
architecture is that maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
can be obtained locally, in the PV element level, by process-
ing only the necessary amount of power needed to achieve
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Fig. 1. DPP conceptual hardware setup.

maximum power point (MPP). Several converter realiza-
tions have been proposed as candidates as differential power
processors (DPPs), mainly derived from battery management
applications [11], [12]. A switched capacitor converter (SCC)
proposed in [13] and [14], as a voltage equalizer with simple
open-loop control, relying on the assumption that MPP voltage
deviation due to change in irradiance level is negligibly small.
This approach stands out in its simplicity, high self-efficiency
and lower cost. However, it lacks MPPT capability without
introducing losses. A buck-boost topology has also been
proposed, acting as an equalizer [8], and further developed
in [10] to obtain local MPPT by differential processing to keep
all PV units in MPP. However, compared with SCC technology
of the same power level, it is bulkier in volume due to the large
magnetic element required [15]. Furthermore, the MPP voltage
of a PV element variation as a function of the irradiance is
affected by the element’s internal resistance and temperature.
The resultant voltage drift may be either negative or positive
with respect to the nominal MPP [16], [17], which highlights
the need for a DPP with true tracking capabilities, i.e., step-
up/down functionality.

This paper introduces an enhanced DPP topology that incor-
porates the virtues of both worlds in a newly developed current
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Fig. 2. Example of the power flow for a N PV panel string connected to
N−1 gyrator DPPs, containing a shaded PV at the x-location.

sourcing converter that is based on resonant SCC technology
(Fig. 1). The new converter is of low-volume, features high-
efficiency with extended operation range, and is capable to
perform local MPPT. This paper covers a brief introduction to
DPP architecture and presents a new converter topology with
its principle of operation. Later, differential power processing
and local MPPT are described by simulations and experiments.

II. DIFFERENTIAL POWER PROCESSING—OPERATION

AND REALIZATION

The main goal of differential power processing in PV
systems is to maximize the power conversion efficiency by
processing only a small portion of the power being produced.
The concept has been initially introduced in [18] and [19] and
further developed and demonstrated in [10]. The architecture
is conceptually shown in Fig. 2. It consists of N serially
connected PV elements and N −1 current sourcing converters
connected in parallel with two adjacent PV elements. The
differential power passes along the string in a so-called bucket-
brigade pattern. Each converter performs local MPPT to one of
its two connected PVs by sinking or sourcing current to/from
the neighboring PV element. A central grid-connected inverter
is still used to interact with the grid and to track the global
MPPT. Effectively, it also performs the local MPPT for the
N th element.

The differential converters are needed only in case of
mismatch in the MPPs, i.e., only a portion of the power is
processed. The MPP is maintained for each of the PV elements
thanks to differential current provided by the DPP. The amount
of power processed by each converter in a string of N elements
to bring a mismatched element (PVx, Fig. 2) to its MPP can
be expressed as [13]

PDj =
{

P0−Ps
N j ; j < x

P0−Ps
N (N − j); j ≥ x

(1)

where the index j represents the location of a converter in
the string, Ps is the maximum power of the shaded element,
and P0 is the power of a nonshaded element at its MPP. For
better illustration, consider an example of a string with five
PV elements and the third element is shaded, then the power
processed by the third converter would be (P0 − Ps) × 2/5.
Further details on the distribution of the processed power can
be found in [13].

It can be observed from (1) that adjacent converters to the
shaded element are required to process most of the power,
whereas others located farther in the string contribute a smaller
portion of the power, linearly proportional to their location
with respect to the mismatched PV element. A current-
sourcing converter that operates as a DPP is thus required to
be bidirectional and capable of step-up/down operation. In the
context of this paper, the harvesting factor, ξ , is defined as
the relationship between the total extracted power out of a
serially connected string, Pout, and the sum of the absolute
maximum power that can be harvested from each individual
element, Pi,MPP , that is

ξ = Pout

N∑
i=1

Pi,MPP

. (2)

Considering (1) and (2), it would be highly advantageous
that the efficiency of the converter will be independent of the
operating conditions. Converter topologies, such as switched-
capacitor [12] or buck-boost [10], originally proposed for
battery equalization and realized for PV applications have
many merits, however, their efficiency range is limited. The
SCC lacks MPPT capability [13]. In a buck-boost configu-
ration, the efficiency range is somewhat limited around the
nominal power level, and there is a tradeoff between the size
and performance of the converter.

To overcome these challenges, this paper introduces a new
DPP topology. It combines the benefits of reduced size SCC
and current sourcing properties with high efficiency over a
wide range [20].

III. RESONANT SWITCHED-CAPACITOR

The converter configuration as a DPP is shown in Fig. 1.
Similar to the architecture of a conventional resonant switched
capacitor 1:1 converter (RSCC) [21]–[24], the DPP includes
four switches and a resonant tank. Two PV elements connect
as input and output sources.

As opposed to the operation of a classical SCC that includes
a charge state and a discharge state, here, an additional
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Fig. 3. Typical waveforms (obtained from simulation) of the flying capacitor
voltage and current. Circuit parameters are VPV1 = 20 V, VPV2 = 31 V,
Rs = 0.15 �, L = 5.2 μH, and C = 0.25 μF.

switching phase is introduced that breaks the rigid connection
of the input/output voltage gain and the efficiency of the
converter. Controlling the sequence of the switches governs
the power flow direction, hence bidirectional step-up/down
operation.

The operation of the gyrator RSCC (GRSCC), shown in
Fig. 1, is described for one steady-state charge/discharge/
balance cycle and is assisted by Fig. 3 that shows the capacitor
voltage, VC , and the resonant tank current, IC , for a case of a
MPP mismatch that requires a nonunity step-up conversion. By
turning Q1, Q3 ON, a charge state (S1) is commenced, which
resonantly charges the flying capacitor from PV2. At zero cur-
rent, Q1, Q3 are turned OFF and Q2, Q4 are turned ON (state
S2). At this point, the flying capacitor resonantly discharges
onto PV1. If PV1 voltage, VPV1, and PV2 voltage, VPV2, are
of different values, only a portion of the charge is delivered to
the output and results in VC that is different than its voltage at
the starting point of S1. The amount of this voltage difference
(neglecting Rs—parasitic resistances in each loop) equals to
twice the residual voltage of the flying capacitor. By turning
Q2, Q3 ON (S3), the resonant tank is short-circuited. This
creates the required charge-balance and reverses the flying
capacitor voltage polarity such that the voltage at the end of
S3 equals to the voltage at the beginning of S1.

The addition of a third, charge balancing state, to the
switching sequence transforms the resonant SCC into a voltage
dependent current-sourcing converter that, neglecting losses,
is capable of accommodating any input to output voltage gain
(larger and smaller than unity). It should be noted that the
order of the switching sequence will govern the power flow
direction.

To facilitate regulation of the amount of charge that is trans-
ferred to the output, a pulse density modulation is employed
[15], [25], i.e., time-delay is introduced between the charge
and the discharge states. The average currents (ID , I ′

D) (Fig. 1)
and voltages (VPV1, VPV2) of the converter can be defined as
a gyrator relationship [20], [26], [27]

ID = 2 f CVPV2 ; VPV1 = 1

2 f C
I ′

D (3)

where f is the frequency of a cycle that includes the three
states and the time-delay. Maximum differential current is

passed when no additional time-delay is added. It can be
observed from (3), that the differential current is inversely pro-
portional to the time-delay, but linearly proportional with f .

This implies that controlling the differential current by
the frequency as the correction signal is preferred, since
variations in the time-delay would result in a nonlinear behav-
ior. Furthermore, the time resolution of a variable frequency
signal, generated by a local oscillator, is not constant and
strongly depends on the operating point [28], which introduces
additional nonlinearity. By modifying the correction signal to
frequency, incremented by fixed steps, df, these nonlinearities
are eliminated, and the power converter can be treated as a
constant gain block from frequency to current as prescribed
in (3).

The relationship between the maximum current, ID max,
passed from PV1, and the voltage on an adjacent element,
PV2, is a function of the capacitive and inductive components
of the resonant tank (L, C), and can be expressed as

ID max = 2

3π Z
VPV2 ; Z = √

L/C. (4)

The output voltage ripple of the converter primarily depends
on the ratio between the resonant tank capacitance, C , and the
bus capacitance, CB (in parallel to the PV element), as detailed
in [15], �V2,p-p can be expressed as

�V2,p-p = 2V1
C

CB

(
1 − f

3 fmax

)
(5)

where fmax is the maximum operating frequency. Assuming
that identical parasitic resistances Rs exist in all three subcir-
cuits (Fig. 1), the expected efficiency of the converter can be
estimated by

η =
[

1 + π

2

Rs

Z
(A + A−1 − 1)

]−1

; A = VPV2

VPV1
. (6)

To illustrate the efficiency behavior, Fig. 4 shows typical
curves that were obtained from (6) of the expected efficiency
as a function of A, for various ratios of Q = Z/Rs .
In addition, [20] investigate the efficiency to current curve
and farther analysis of the GRSCC efficiency, where [15]
explores the inductor’s volume and the input/output voltage
ripple. Ideally, assuming negligibly small parasitic resistances,
the efficiency of the converter would be 100% for any finite
conversion ratio. A unique feature associated hitherto only
with switched-inductor converters, is now made available to
resonant SCC as well.

IV. POWER FLOW CONTROL AND LOCAL MPPT

In case of MPP mismatch in more than one element in the
string, the DPPs are required not only to operate at conversion
ratios higher or smaller than unity to transfer the required
current difference, but also to control the direction of the
current toward the weaker PV element from both sides of the
string. The introduced GRSCC, shown in Fig. 1, operates as
a current-source and thus is capable of stepping the voltage
up or down as required by the load. To deliver power from
PV1 to PV2 the sequence will be (S1, S2, S3). That is, charge
from PV1, discharge on PV2, and reverse the flying capacitor
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Fig. 4. Theoretical efficiency curves as a function of the voltage gain, A,
with normalized loop resistance as a parameter.

polarity. In the case of power to be delivered from PV2 to PV1
the sequence will be reversed to (S2, S1, S3).

A. Zero Current Switching

To fully utilize the benefits of the converter, zero current
switching (ZCS) for the entire operation range is essen-
tial. Since the resonant characteristics may vary significantly
with the operating conditions, the simplistic approach of a
comparator-based zero current detector is not suitable here.
Other direct ZCS methods, such as [29] or [30] have demon-
strated wide-operation range, however, they rely on high-
performance processors with fast execution rate for proper
operation.

To overcome the variations in the operating conditions
and rely on limited processing capabilities, an adaptive ZCS
control scheme has been developed, based on an accumulative
calibration of the switching time. The control scheme applies
an analysis of the rectified L–C tank current on areas in
vicinity to the transition between switching states (estimated
location of the zero crossing point). Instead of sampling
multiple points within each cycle in high frequencies, here
the current is sampled once or less per cycle, increasing phase
shift in relation to the switching cycle. This forms a vector
of the current shape in the area of the commutation. This
method of operations is allowed assuming that the voltages at
the DPP terminals are virtually constant during a calibration
cycle, which is much shorter than an MPPT iteration time.

For a calibrated ZCS transition, the rectified current signal
should have a V shape with a minimum at zero, centered at the
exact switching time. Noncalibrated switching action results in
one out of four possible scenarios, as can be shown in Fig. 5
and summarized in Table I, indicating whether the transition
has occurred early or late with respect to the actual zero
point.

Based on this information, and on the distance between
the minimum and transition time, the switching time may be
increased or decreased per switching state.

B. MPPT Implementation

Among the wide diversity of possible MPPT algorithms
that can be realized using local information [31], the well-

Fig. 5. Waveforms portraying early, exact, and late switching scenarios.
(a) Early. (b) Early. (c) Late. (d) Late.

TABLE I

CRITERIA FOR DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN EARLY OR LATE SWITCHING

known hill-climbing (HC) scheme is chosen [32]. The HC
MPPT features a simple realization based on readily available
information; it does not require continuous perturbations and
its convergence rate to the MPP can be enhanced [32].
In this paper, the developed MPPT algorithm utilizes a similar
architecture as in [10] and [33], but is further modified to
produces variable step values based on the difference between
the PV element’s operating point and its MPP. By doing
so, faster and more accurate convergence toward the MPP is
facilitated. As described earlier, each DPP performs local HC
MPPT on one PV element in the string. In this paper, it is
set to be carried out on the lower element. The conceptual
hardware setup shown in Fig. 1 shows the sensing points for
the current and voltage of the PV element. The controller
calculates dpPV/dvPV and dpPV/diPV (vPV is the sensed PV
voltage, iPV is the sensed PV current, and pPV = vPV × iPV

is the calculated PV power) as the error signals and updates
f accordingly. The procedure is repeated until dpPV/dvPV or
dpPV/diPV has stabilized in the vicinity of zero, as prescribed
by the HC MPPT algorithm. The correction signal dp

PV
/dvPV

can be expressed as

dp
PV

dvPV

= iPV + diPV

dvPV

vPV (7)

where the other conceivable correction signal dpPV/diPV can
expressed as

dp
PV

diPV

= vPV + dvPV

diPV

iPV . (8)

It can be observed from (7) and (8) that different working
conditions (such as insolation or temperature levels, which
directly affect the PV element’s iPV and vPV characteristics)
result in a different correction signal. To facilitate uniform
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Fig. 6. Typical dpn and power curves as a function of the panel voltage for
various insolation levels.

control, d pPV/dvPV correction signal can be normalized by
iPV , whereas d pPV/diPV can be normalized by vPV . The d pn

is designed to obtain a proportional indication of the distance
between the working bias point and the MPP. Thus, d pn is
defined as a combination of the two correction signals by
appointing normalized d pPV/dvPV for vPV ≤ VMPP and negative
normalized d pPV/diPV for vPV > VMPP. Practically the closer
to zero absolute value of the two conceivable normalized
correction signals is appointed by the control system to be dpn ,
the correction signal controlling ID . The hybrid normalized
signal, dpn can now be expressed as

d pn =
⎧⎨
⎩

1 + diPV
dvPV

vPV
iPV

; vPV ≤ VMPP

−
(

1 + dvPV
diPV

iPV
vPV

)
; vPV > VMPP.

(9)

Fig. 6 shows typical curves of (9) for a several insolation
levels. It can be observed that dpn holds similar values in
different insolation levels and is naturally bounded in [1, −1]
interval. The modified HC MPPT is thus designed to generate
a variable step in f , proportional to d pn according to

f [n] = f [n − 1] + � fmaxd pn (10)

where f [n] is the current frequency command generated by
the controller governing ID (Fig. 1), f [n −1] is the frequency
generated in the previous MPPT iteration and � fmax sets
the maximum frequency step that is allowed. The maximum
frequency of f is bounded by the GRSCC natural frequency
(3π

√
LC)−1, where no additional delay time is added. The

minimum value of f is determined by the size of the digital
controlled oscillator (DCO) period register.

The convergence time of the MPPT algorithm and its pattern
are primarily dependent on the step size � fmax, which can be
viewed as the integral gain factor of (10). For small frequency
steps the convergence would be smooth but slow, whereas
large frequency steps would result in rapid convergence, but
may introduce an oscillating error around the MPP. In this
paper, � fmax has been manually selected to produce the
fastest convergence, while still maintaining a first-order pattern
(i.e., without overshoot).

Fig. 7. Block diagram of the DPP digital control system.

C. Resolution Effect on Limit Cycle Oscillations

Convergence of dpn to zero is impractical due to the discrete
nature of f (generated by the digital hardware) and as a
consequence dpn has discrete steps. The resolution of dpn and
f has to be carefully selected to assure stability around MPP,
i.e., to avoid limit cycle oscillations [34]. Since dpn is not
sensed directly, a practical way to eliminate such oscillations
is to decrease the resolution of the calculated dpn around zero
by introducing a zero error bin (ZEB) of size �. The ZEB
is defined such that an absolute value of the calculated dpn
less than � is considered as zero error, indicating the system
has converged to its MPP. The size of � should be set such
that the ZEB contains at least one value of measurable dpn
(Fig. 6).

The smallest frequency step (1 bit resolution), � fDCO, that
can be generated by the DCO is a function of the time base
of the local oscillator, TB, and the running frequency, fDCO .
According to [34], � fDCO can be expressed as

� fDCO = 1

NperTB
− 1

(Nper − 1)TB
≈ 1

N3
perTB

= TB f 2
DCO

(11)

where Nper is the number of TBs in one period.
Around the MPP, the no limit cycles criterion can be

expressed as

Adpi × Gi f (Vpv2) × � fDCO < �;
{

Adpi = dpn
diD

Gi f = diD
d f

(12)

where Adpi is the PV element small-signal gain between the
normalized gradient (dpn) and the differential current (iD ),
which can be obtained by taking the derivative of (9) with
respect to iD , and Gif(Vpv2) is the GRSCC current-to-
frequency small signal gain taking the derivative of (3) with
respect to f . The block diagram of Fig. 7 shows the control
loop of a single GRSCC DPP and the effect of � fDCO step
on dpn .

The derivatives of Adpi and Gif around the maximum power
point, which is of interest for limit cycles calculation, can be
expressed as a function of the system parameters as

Adpi

∣∣∣∣
MPP

= V1,MPP

I1,MPP
; Gi f

∣∣∣∣
MPP

= 2CV2,MPP (13)

where V1,MPP and I1,MPP are the controlled PV panel’s MPP
voltage and current, respectively, V2,MPP is the adjacent PV
panel’s MPP voltage, and C is the resonant tank capacitance.
It should be noted that the derivative of Adpi has been obtained
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Fig. 8. Flowchart of the modified HC MPPT algorithm.

using a numerical calculation. Having all the relationships
of (11), and after some manipulations, the no limit cycles
criterion can be expressed as

V1,MPP

I1,MPP
× 2CV2,MPP × TB f 2

DCO
< �. (14)

The result of (14) forms the selection tradeoff between the
minimum frequency step that is generated and the deviation
� from the true MPP. It implies that in a similar way
as in other switch-mode applications, the existence of limit
cycle oscillations depends on the command signal generator
as well as on the local gain of the converter. However, as
opposed to conventional applications where the source has no
effect on limit cycles [34], here the characteristics of the PV
element also contribute a gain factor to the loop. The tool
formed in (14), given the system parameters, may assist in
the selection of � and � fmax in (10) that will allow rapid
convergence to the MPP as well as a tolerable steady-state
error.

D. Verification by Simulation

To demonstrate the operation of the new DPP and the
advanced HC MPPT algorithm, a PSIM (Powersim Inc.,

Fig. 9. Simulation results of three PV panels with two DPPs, demonstrating
convergence to the MPP. Top three curves: normalized panel power (to its
maximum power). Bottom: operating frequency of the DPPs.

Fig. 10. Photograph of the PCB for the GRSCC converter.

ver. 9.0) simulation test bench has been constructed as
shown in Fig. 2, with N = 3. The HC MPPT algorithm, shown
in Fig. 8, has been implemented using a C block element
in the PSIM environment. A load resistance value, RLoad,
that mimics the operation of the central inverter, provides the
global MPP according to

RLoad =
(∑

Vi,MPP
)2∑

Pi,MPP
(15)

where Vi,MPP and Pi,MPP are the PVi elements’ corresponding
MPP voltage and power. The resonant power stage elements’
values were C = 1 μF, L = 1 μH, and Rs = 16 m�. The
ZEB size was set at � = 0.05. The results shown in Fig. 9
reveal an MPP dc error of 0.55 W (<0.5% of its Pi,MPP)
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TABLE II

PROTOTYPE PARAMETERS FOR THE THREE CONDUCTED EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 11. Experimental results of the L–C tank current and gating signals
when processing 1.25 A at f = 35.8 kHz.

without limit cycle oscillations and convergence within
23 iterations.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND RESULTS

The operation of the differential power architecture has
been verified through three independent experiments, the first
experiment carried out on a mini chain of three PV pan-
els to verify the theoretical analysis, the second experiment
exemplified the operation on a full scale grid connected string
and ten panels, and the third one was done to compare the
operation of a RSCC to the GRSCC. The GRSCC-based
DPP prototypes that were used for the experiments with their
specifications enlisted in Table II. The prototypes (Fig. 10)
were realized using an inverting bridge configuration, as shown
in Fig. 1, using PMOS transistors for Q1 and Q3 and NMOS
for Q2 and Q4. The switches were driven by low-side drivers
(MIC4427YN), followed by a passive dc level-shifters for
proper gate driving signals, thoroughly discussed in [35].
Adaptive ZCS and HC MPPT algorithms were implemented
digitally on a dsPIC33FJ16GS502. The value of the error
window, �, was selected based on the criterion formed in (13)
with some error margin due to the tolerance of the practical
parameters. The output voltage ripple was measured to be
1.35 V, which is in a very good agreement with the theoretical
calculation of (5).

The first experiment was conducted on a string of three
180-W SHARP PV panels (NU-180, E1). The string was
connected to a load to manually seek the string MPP. Two DPP
prototypes were connected to the string to enable local MPPT.
Fig. 11 shows the inductor’s current and the gating signals for

Fig. 12. Experimental results showing convergence to the MPP of the entire
string of three panels with two DPPs. Top: voltage of PV1 (10 V/div). Bottom:
voltage of PV2 (10 V/div). Horizontal scale: 5 s/div.

TABLE III

HARVEST IMPROVEMENT DUE TO ADDITION OF THE DPPS

one DPP transferring differential current of 1.25 A, for a case
of an MPP difference of 38% between two adjacent panels.
It also shows the added time delay that controls the average
current and the effectiveness of the adaptive ZCS calibration.
Fig. 12 shows the convergence of the lower panel toward MPP,
within a three PV elements string containing two DPPs. The
transient was created by switching on its corresponding DPP,
while the second DPP was connected and running, keeping
its panel in MPP. Table III summarizes the results of several
nonuniform shading conditions and the harvesting factor, ξ(2),
for each experiment, and compares between the operation with
and without the DPPs. Fig. 13 shows a picture of the testing
environment.

The second experiment was conducted on a string of ten
245-W SHARP PV panels (ND-R245A5) connected to an
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TABLE IV

MPP CONDITIONS AND DIFFERENTIAL POWER DEMANDS FOR THE TESTED STRING

TABLE V

RESULTS FOR THE TESTED STRINGS

Fig. 13. Photograph of the first outdoor experiment. Beer-sheva, Israel.
Friday, November 15, 2013.

inverter (ND-R245A5) using nine DPP prototypes. Two panels
in the string were partially shaded as observed in Fig. 14.
A second independent string with the same shading condi-
tions, connected to a second inverter was also existent as
control, lacking the DPPs. The test conditions were at an
ambient temperature of 16 °C and irradiation of ∼500 W/m2.
Table IV describes each panel’s MPP conditions and the
differential power that should be processed to/from the panel.

The table shows substantial difference both in the MPP
voltage and MPP current for panels of different shading levels,
demonstrating the demand for a DPP that has step-up/down
capabilities. Table V shows the measured results of the two
strings (DPP connected and control) in operation.

The table shows that using the experimental DPPs aided in
extracting an extra 300 W. The power loss due to conversion,
estimating a practical efficiency of around 90%, is assumed
to be roughly 50 W. This leads to estimated losses of about
170 W due to algorithm mismatch. All the panels can be seen
near their MPP voltage with a mismatch of 1–2 V, except PV7.
The small mismatch of the panels’ voltages is assumed to be
from the existence of �, stopping the MPPT near, but not at,
the MPP.

TABLE VI

COMPARISON OF THE EXTRACTED POWER

USING NO DPP, RSCC, AND GRSCC

The large mismatch of PV7 can be from a second local MPP
located at 24 V, caused by the nonuniform shading upon the
panel or caused by a power trap that imitates local maximum
power points [36]. In the third experiment, conducted in March
12, 2014, a comparison between DPPs operating as RSCC,
GRSCC, and without DPPs, has been carried out. The PV
array has been subjected to shading on the same panels as in
experiment 2, but with more moderate shading on PV5 (one
filter sheet instead of five) to allow comparability with RSCC
operation. Table VI shows the power that was harvested for
the three harvesting methods.

The GRSCC-based DPP method has been found to be
superior to the conventional RSCC approach even under test
conditions of moderate and singular differences between the
panels. The results would further be toward the GRSCC
method in cases of heavier shadings or if more mismatches
exist along the string. In addition, further tuning of the
parameter � and increasing the accuracy of the measurements
would result in better convergence toward the MPP, these will
be addressed in future publications.

VI. CONCLUSION

An enhanced differential power processing converter for
PV systems was presented. The new power converter com-
bines virtues of both switched-capacitor and switched-inductor
technologies, and features low-volume and high-conversion
efficiency over wide range. Although based on SCC archi-
tecture, the power module is fully capable of performing
local MPPT such that only the mismatch power between PV
elements is processed, while converging each of the elements
into their MPP.
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Fig. 14. Photograph of the second outdoor experiment. Beer-sheva, Israel. Sunday, January 16, 2014. PV5 has five A4-sized filters with opacity of 40%,
PV7 has a diffused glass screen, reducing the irradiation to ∼75%.

A digital differential control scheme was developed and
validated. The algorithm design and analysis considers the
discrete nature of digital control and eliminates limit cycle
oscillations.

A theoretical analysis on the existence of limit cycle
oscillations has been carried out. It revealed that deviation
from the MPP can be the result of steady-state oscillations
around the maximum point due to the finite resolution of
the digital hardware, and therefore less energy is extracted.
It was also found that the contributors to the oscillations
are the frequency resolution of the DCO and the DPP gain
around the MPP, and more importantly that the source, the PV
element, also has a dominant factor in the appearance of such
oscillations. This is contrary to other, conventional, switch-
mode applications where the source is assumed as constant.
A comparison of ten PV chain harvested with the conventional
RSCC and the presented GRSCC approach has been carried
out and found it superior in terms of the energy harvesting
capability. Future effort to improve the power harvest will
consider improvement of the algorithm of steady-state stability
as well as a hybrid RSCC–GRSCC approach (can be realized
using the same converter topology) that will trigger GRSCC
operation only at cases where large voltage difference exists
or high-differential power is to be processed.

The experimental results demonstrate significant improve-
ment of power harvesting capability up to 42% for a mini
string of only three PV panels (translates into 65 W), and
30% for a ten PV string (translates into 300 W).

Subpanel utilization would increase power harvest capabili-
ties, covering nonuniform shading scenarios within a PV panel,

more efficiently [37], [38]. The power processor introduced in
this paper, is considered an extremely attractive candidate for
subpanel and even cell-level implementation due to its low-
volume requirements.
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